CerTrax

Ditch Excel. Manage
Certificates and Permits
Better with cerTrax.
Manage all the things that aren't easy to manage. Easily.

USE CASES
01 Manage Employee,
Contractor and Vendor
Certificates
Keep all the certificates needed for
work in one place. With CerTrax it
is easy to ensure a compliant
workplace at all times.
02 Manage 5000-23s and
SOPs
Move your forms into the 21st
century. Make the workplace more
efficient with fully digitized training
forms and standard operation
procedure.

03 Manage Equipment
Training
A solid understanding of assets,
both equipment and personnel, is
critical to efficiency. Using
CerTrax, keep track of the training
each employee has and the
equipment they are trained on.

CerTrax is a mobile enabled application used by mines, quarries, aggregates,
contract miners and their vendors and suppliers to manage Compliance and
Training requirements for every employee on a site. This ensures that all the
work being done around the mine is being done with the proper certificates.
Additionally, CerTrax allows for easy management of 5000-23s and SOPs.
cerTrax makes managing equipment training simpler than ever. Every other
aspect of mining is being digitized, it is time to bring the training process up to
speed; because at the end of the day, CerTrax boils down to providing better
competency, better safety and better mining.

CerTrax Desktop

CerTrax Mobile

The desktop version of CerTrax functions
as a command center. Update data,
certifications and training information
directly from the web. Additionally,
supervisors can manage forms, such as
5000-23s and SOPs, all with the
convenience of an internet based, digital
application. A supervisor is only a few
clicks away from checking on the
compliance of employees before a task.

Take your certifications with you anywhere.
With CerTrax mobile’s online/offline
functionality, you won’t have to panic when
MSHA asks to see your certifications five
hundred feet underground. A digitally
equipped workforce can keep track of
equipment, training and certificates no matter
where they are. CerTrax mobile lets you keep
all the data you need right in your pocket.

FEATURES
- Manage Certificates and Forms
- Keep Track of Equipment Training
- Manage Employee Training
- Drive Compliance
- Real-Time Access to Form Data

TECHNOLOGY
- Online/Offline
- 24x7 Availability
- Automatic Updates

For demos and pricing, contact Sales (sales@rapidBizApps.com; +1.408.647.3050)
cerTraxApp.com

